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Fūgendai is a testament to the spirit of financial harmony, introducing a unique blend of NFT exclusivity through our
community treasury and token holder rewards.

As stewards of wealth and tradition, Fūgendai unveils a visionary landscape where both NFT holders and token holders play
pivotal roles in shaping the project's prosperity. Join us as we forge a path where the fusion of ancient wisdom and cutting-edge
technology converges to reward and empower our vibrant community. Fūgendai is not just a project; it is a shared journey
towards a future defined by abundance, inclusivity, and shared success.

Introduction



Fūgendai stands at the nexus of connectivity in the crypto industry. We are well connected with an alliance of Key Opinion
Leaders (KOL’s), NFT specialists, and a stellar in-house team. With an in-house developer crafting the foundations of innovation,
a lead marketeer orchestrating the symphony of marketing strategies, and a team of social media experts amplifying our voice,
Fūgendai is poised to soar to unparalleled heights.

Fūgendai network: A tapestry of connectivity
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Fūgendai is more than a cryptocurrency; it is a symbol of financial harmony. With a total supply of 1,000,000,000 tokens, our
commitment to abundance is reflected in every transaction. Fūgendai introduces an 8% buy and 8% sell tax. Among these, 5%
will be distributed as rewards in BUSD to holders of the FGD token based on the amount of tokens they hold. The remaining
3% will be allocated for marketing & development purposes (2%) and liquidity (1%).

Harmony in prosperity: Tokenomics
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- Soft Cap: 75 BNB
- Hard Cap: 250 BNB
- Presale: 57%
- Liquidity: 23%
- Marketing & KOL's: 12%
- Development: 8%
- Unsold tokens in the presale will be systematically burned, aligning with our commitment to a deflationary model.
- There will be a maximum purchase limit of 4 BNB per participant, ensuring widespread accessibility and preventing
disproportionate concentration.
- People who buy via the Pinksale Fairlaunch will receive 20% more tokens than on launch (1 bnb is 2.250.000 FGD).
On launch day 1 bnb buys you approximately 1.800.000 FGD. 
- The liquidity will initially be locked for one year.
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As we journey towards prosperity, Fūgendai is proud to unveil the creation of the 500 most exceptional Fūgendai NFTs. These
genesis NFTs, more than digital art, serve as keys to an exclusive group. Holders of the Fūgendai NFTs gain access to treasury
rewards from investments that come from the yield of the sales of the NFT’s. 

The NFTs, consisting of 500 unique samurais (250 women and 250 men), will be integrated into our treasury strategy. To have
the ability to mint an NFT (0.2 BNB per NFT), you would need to hold at least 0.02% of the total token supply. A snapshot will
be taken at a certain point where addresses who own more than 0.02% of FGD, will be whitelisted for the mint. It is important
to know that it is likely that there could be a situation where more than 500 holders hold more than 0.02% of the supply. In this
case the mint will be based on a FCFS. In the event that more than 500 holders hold more than 0.02%, each person is allowed
to mint one NFT per wallet.

Road to prosperity: NFT'S & exclusive benefits
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Of every NFT minted, 0.15 BNB will go directly to the treasury wallet. 0.05 BNB will be set aside for future
development of our ecosystem, marketing purposes and the creation of our combat game (Fūgendai Clash) where
NFT holders can utilize their NFTs to battle each other and gain FGD tokens. More info on the gameplay will follow
later. 

Additional Information: Token Launch and NFT Creation

As we embark on the Fūgendai journey, we're thrilled to announce that the creation of our exclusive NFTs is already
underway. However, the FGD token launch will precede the NFT distribution, determining eligibility for these sought-
after assets.

Road to prosperity: NFT'S & exclusive benefits
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For those unable to secure one of the 500 genesis Fūgendai NFTs, holders of FGD tokens will still enjoy BUSD rewards by
simply holding FGD. There will also be a secondary market where people will be able to buy or sell their NFTs. We also plan on
next generation NFT’s that can be utilized in our combat game and a new treasury pool.

This multifaceted approach ensures that both NFT holders and FGD token holders contribute to and benefit from the growth
and prosperity of the Fūgendai ecosystem.

BUSD rewards



As the cherry blossoms herald the arrival of spring, so too does Fūgendai usher in a season of prosperity. Our vision extends
beyond the horizon – where wealth converges with tradition, where NFTs become keys to exclusive opportunities, and where
the community becomes a force to be reckoned with in the crypto space.

In this ancient tale of financial harmony, Fūgendai is not just a project; it is a testament to the unyielding spirit of prosperity,
where the rising sun illuminates a future defined by abundance and shared success.

Blossoming future: A bullish tale unfolds
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Fūgendai's extended roadmap brings forth "Fūgendai Clash" and enhances play-to-earn mechanisms, creating a dynamic future
where NFT holders and FGD token participants actively shape the project's success. More information will follow at a later time.

New arrivals: Create a dynamic future with Fūgendai Clash



Fūgendai 
Roadmap
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Phase 1: Foundation establishment
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Phase 2: NFT introduction & expansion

Opening Telegram and community building: launch Telegram group & initiate community engagement.1.
Pinksale presale: conduct presale on pinksale & set soft and hard caps.2.
Token launch: launch FGD after a succesfull pinksale & lock liquidity for one year.3.
Marketing phase 1: roll out initial marketing strategies, utilize social media, influencers and partnerships.4.
Apply for Coingecko and Coinmarketcap.5.

Introducing Fūgendai NFT's: unveil concept of the NFT's, preview the unique NFT collection (250 woman
and 250 men).

1.

Marketing phase 2: intensify marketing efforts, focusing NFT features & benefits. collaborate with
influencers and NFT specialists.

2.

NFT minting event: announce NFT minting event details (0.15 BNB per NFT). Establish partnerships.3.
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Phase 4: Game beta testing and continued marketing

Phase 3: Yield investment and Fūgendai Clash introduction

Beta testing Fūgendai Clash: initiate beta testing for the Fūgendai Clash game & collect user feedback and
make necessary improvements.

1.

Marketing phase 4: continue marketing efforts with focus on upcoming game launch & conduct AMA's to
update community on progess.  

2.

Investing treasury yield: detail plans for utilizing treasury yield from NFT sales. Community involvement in
treasury decisions.

1.

Marketing phase 3: launch strategic marketing campaigns emphasizing treasury investments & showcase
community involvement in decision making.

2.

Introduction Fūgendai Clash: introduction of Fūgendai Clash game & provide a sneak peak into gameplay
and rewards.

3.
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Official launch Fūgendai Clash: release fully developed Fūgendai Clash game & highlight features, rewards
and P2E mechanism.

1.

Final marketing & AMA's: execute final marketing push for game launch, Conduct AMA's to celebrate the
game release, CEX listing and next generation of NFT's.

2.

Phase 5: game beta testing and continued marketing
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